
ON THE RADICAL OF A GROUP ALGEBRA

D. A. R. WALLACE1

Let G be a finite group of order pam where p is prime and (p, m) = 1.

Let ß be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. We consider

the group algebra A(G, ß) of G over ß; this group algebra possesses

a radical which we denote by N(G, ß). We give an upper bound for

the dimension of N(G, ß) and show that this upper bound is attained

if and only if G has a normal p-Sylow subgroup.

We follow closely the nomenclature of Brauer and Nesbitt [2].

Let G have p-regular classes &, C2, ■ ■ • , Ck, where G consists of the

identity element of G and C, contains g, elements (v=\, 2, • • -, k).

Let Pi, F2, • ■ • , Fk, and Ui, U2, ■ ■ ■ , Uk, be the absolutely irreduci-

ble and indecomposable representations of G over the field ß with

modular characters cp1, cp2, • • ■ , cpk, and rjl, r¡2, ■ ■ • , r¡k, of degrees

h, fit, • • ■ , fk and U\, u2, ■ ■ ■ , Uk respectively. We assume that Pi

represents every element of G by the unit element of ß and that FK

is the first and last irreducible constituent of UK (k= 1, 2, • • • , k).

Denoting the dimension of N(G, ß) by dim N(G, ß), then we have

the following upper bound due to Brauer and Nesbitt [2, p. 580]:

p"m
dim N(G, 0) á pam --

«1

We prove:

Theorem, dim N(G, Çl)=pam — (p"m/ui) if and only if G has a

normal p-Sylow subgroup.

If G has a normal p-Sylow subgroup Gp then there exists in G a sub-

group of order m [3, p. 224] and consequently ui = p" [2, p. 583].

Let Xi, x2, • • • , xp°, be the elements Gp and let y\, y2, ■ ■ • , ym be a

set of coset representatives of Gp in G. Then we may verify that the

elements (x\ — Xi)y¡ (i = 2, 3, • • • , p";j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m) form a basis

for N(G, ß) and thus dim N(G, Q)=pam-m. (Cf. [6, p. 253].)

We now assume that

pam

dim N(G, ß) = pam-
«1

This implies that
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Hence [2, p. 580]

h k. k

S/'(«i/< — uK) = «i ¿2f, — ¿2 «</«
k—1 r—1 *=1

= p"m — pam

= 0.

But we know that [2, p. 580]

Mi/< ̂  «< (k = 1, 2, • • • , k)

and hence we find that

«i/« = uK (k = 1, 2, • • • , A).

Consider now the Kronecker product representation Ui®FK. This

contains UK as a constituent [2, p. 579; 5, p. 413]. Thus, on compar-

ing the degrees, we see that UK and Ui®FK are equivalent representa-

tions (k=1, 2, ■ ■ • , k).

For convenience we now assume that the absolutely irreducible and

indecomposable representations have been written with entries in

some finite normal algebraic extension Œ* of the prime field ß0. We

suppose that £2* contains the modular wth roots of unity. Let V be

the Galois group of this extension. Let a(£T. If we denote by Uia

the action of a on the entries of Ui then Uia is again a representation

of G and is, in fact, an indecomposable representation of the regular

representation of G since the indecomposable representations appear-

ing in the regular representation are permuted amongst themselves

by such Galois automorphisms. Thus we may write

Uia = T-\Ui ® Fi)T,

for some X (1 =X^A) and some nonsingular matrix P. By comparing

degrees we have

/x= 1.

We therefore consider two cases.

Case 1. We assume that we have chosen an automorphism a such

thatX^l.
In this case G has at least two linear modular representations and

thus, by a result of Brauer and Nesbitt [2, p. 588] we know that the

index of the derived group of G in G is divisible by a prime q distinct

from p. Let H be a normal subgroup of prime index q. Put m = qm'.

IZA
pam

«1
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Let 4>l, <?2, • • • , $', and ip, r¡2, ■ ■ ■ , rj', be the irreducible and in-

decomposable modular characters of H (where we assume that f1

corresponds to the linear representations which represents all ele-

ments of II by the unity of fi) of degrees /i, f2, ■ ■ ■ , ft, and Mi, m2,

■ • • , M(, respectively. Let 4>1*, <£2*, • • • , <£'*, be the characters of G

induced by the characters 4>l, 4>2, ■ • • , $', of H.

Consider <£"* (l^K^t). Since H is normal of prime index either

4>K* is an irreducible representation of G of degree qfK or <p~K* contains,

as irreducible constituents, q distinct irreducible representations of

G each of degree /«, By counting the irreducible representations of H

and of G we find that

* í

12 f* = 12 if»,«=i      ii=i
which implies that

dim N(G, 0) = q dim N(H, Q).

Further, by the modular analogue of the Frobenius reciprocity law

[2, p. 583; 4, p. 366] we have

k

4>** = ¿2 ßuft>y    (for /»-regular elements of G)
x=i

i

i?x = ¿2 ßK\ri*    (for /»-regular elements of H).
«=i

Now </>** corresponds to a representation of G which contains Pi as

an irreducible constituent. Thus

Pli ^ 1.

We have therefore

t

Mi =   ¿2 /3«iM«
«=1

2: mi.

Hence we have the inequalities

pam'

dim N(H, Í2) á í"*»' -

é /»"W —

Mi

pam'

«1

= dim A7(fir, Ü).
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Thus
p"m'

dim N(H, Q) = pam! - £-.
Ml

We may make the induction hypothesis that the theorem has been

proved for the groups of orders less than the order of G. This implies

that H has a normal p-Sylow subgroup Hp. Since Hp is characteristic

in H, Hp is normal in G and clearly Hp is a p-Sylow subgroup of G.

Case 2. Here we assume that, for all choices of Galois automor-

phisms, X= 1. Thus we have, for all aEY,

Uia = T~1(U1 ® Pt)P = T-iÏÏiT.

We wish to show that this implies that r¡\ is a rational integer

(v = \,2, ■ ■ ■ ,k).

First we observe that for xEG, Uya(x) and Ui(x) have the same

latent roots. This implies that a merely permutes the latent roots of

¿7i(x). We suppose now that x is p-regular.

Let d be a primitive rath root of unity in the complex field. Let

0 be the corresponding primitive mth root of unity in ß* in the 1-1

correspondence between the mth roots of unity in the complex and

modular fields [2, p. 560]. Let ¥ be a latent root of U\(x). Then all

conjugates of ¥ appear as latent roots of U\(x) and each such con-

jugate appears the same number of times as ¥. Now ¥ is a conjugate

of ¥ in ß* if and only if 6e is a conjugate of 6d in the complex field.

Thus in r¡1(x)Bi and all its conjugates appear, each the same number

of times. Hence ^(x) is rational and so, being an algebraic integer,

is a rational integer. Thus rj] is a rational integer (v = 1, 2, • • • , k).

Now since UK and Ui®FK are equivalent we have [2, p. 561 ]

i ■        «       * x
r¡<4>> "" fl» ■* 2 càrf>' (^ = 1, 2, • • • , k),

x-i

where C= (cK\) is the Cartan matrix. Thus we have

* i   x
S (c«x "" inxijp)^!- = 0        (v = 1, 2, • • • , k),
x-i

where dK\ = 0 (kt^X) and Ô««=l. Hence the rational integers

rjl (v= 1, 2, • • • , k) are the k latent roots of the matrix C and so

det C = r¡lr]2 ■ • • r\k.

Let

p"m
-= p*'gl    where    (p, gi) = 1 (p = 1, 2, • • • , k).
g>
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Then the elementary divisors of C are pn, p'2, ■ ■ ■ , p**, [2, p. 568]

and thus
det C = p'i+t+---+t.

But we know that p"' divides r¡l (v = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , k) [l, p. 15] and hence

vl - #*» (v = 1, 2, • • • , A).

Now every element a of G can be written uniquely as a = be = cb where

b is ^-regular and c has order a power of p. Letting b range over the

^-regular classes G, C2, ■ ■ ■ , Ck, and choosing for each such b all

possible prime power elements c we shall obtain each element of G

exactly once. But if ôG G. the centralizer of b has order p'*g'v and thus

the number of choices for c is the number of solutions in this central-

izer of the equation yp'y = e, e being the identity of G. By a theorem of

Frobenius [3, p. 136] this number is of the form hvp"' where A, is an

integer. Hence finally we must have

k

¿2 h,p"g, = p"m.
r—1

But [2, p. 562]

* k

¿2 g>P" = ¿2 M» = Pam.
r=l n~l

Hence we see that

A„ = 1 (v= 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,k).

In particular the number of solutions of the equation yv" = e in G is

pa. This implies that G has a unique ¿>-Sylow subgroup which is con-

sequently normal.

In conclusion the author wishes to thank Dr. Green for helpful

discussions concerning the material of the latter part of this paper.
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